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Abstract. Health IT adoption research is rooted in Rogers’ Diffusion of Innova-
tion theory, which is based on longitudinal analyses. However, many studies in 
this field use cross-sectional designs. The aim of this study therefore was to design 
and implement a system to (i) consolidate survey data sets originating from differ-
ent years (ii) integrate additional secondary data and (iii) query and statistically 
analyse these longitudinal data. Our system design comprises a 5-tier-architecture 
that embraces tiers for data capture, data representation, logics, presentation and 
integration. In order to historicize data properly and to separate data storage from 
data analytics a data vault schema was implemented. This approach allows the 
flexible integration of heterogeneous data sets and the selection of comparable 
items. Data analysis is prepared by compiling data in data marts and performed by 
R and related tools. IT Report Healthcare data from 2011, 2013 and 2017 could be 
loaded, analysed and combined with secondary longitudinal data. 
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1. Introduction 

Health IT adoption research is rooted in the work about the adoption and diffusion of 
innovation and draws on Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) theory [1]. Health IT 
adoption studies often make use of surveying techniques to obtain the necessary infor-
mation about IT adoption rates from samples of healthcare organisations and hereby, 
design their work as cross-sectional studies [2]. However, cross-sectional studies are 
only snapshots in time and therefore not suitable to study trends as the DOI theory 
requests. At the same time, longitudinal studies, which are more appropriate to answer 
these questions, demand more resources and are therefore underrepresented in the 
health IT adoption research [2,3]. IT Report Healthcare is a regularly conducted survey 
with a focus on measuring IT adoption in Germany, but also in Austria [4], the Nether-
lands and Switzerland that was developed in accordance with the OECD eHealth 
benchmark. IT Report Healthcare surveys like most other repetitive surveys, which 
capture information in a highly agile environment, face the same kind of issues: 1) new 
IT developments, 2) changing context, e.g. regulations, 3) changes of the statistical unit, 
e.g. merging of organisations, 4) availability of new data sources, 5) new research 
questions that are evolving from previous research findings. Thus, there is the need to 
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encapsulate data from each point of time, to easily identify comparable items and to 
link only these data across time. It is the overall goal of the project to develop, imple-
ment and continuously improve an integrated platform for the management, analysis 
and visualisation of research data in IT adoption studies, but also in health services 
research. This part of the project focusses on the overall architecture and data manage-
ment for longitudinal research. The aim of this study therefore was to design and im-
plement a system built on open source components to (i) consolidate different items of 
one survey which was conducted in different years into one database, (ii) integrate 
additional secondary data sources and (iii) query and statistically analyse data over 
multiple years for longitudinal analyses. 

2. State of the art 

Data warehouse systems face the challenge of integrating several isolated information 
repositories into one single logical repository [5]. A literature and internet search, 
which was performed prior to the developments, resulted in no publications of a system 
that fulfilled the requirements as stated above. There were a few approaches to design 
and implement data warehouse systems for using survey-based data [6,7]. These ap-
proaches have a fixed concept in which the survey file formats, the survey structure and 
the user requirements stay the same and therefore are not flexible enough for iterative 
and agile research processes. IT adoption studies [8] often do not refer to any issues of 
data management but focus on data analytics primarily. 

3. Concept 

In order to meet these requirements, a hybrid approach for designing and implementing 
the system was chosen [9]. We combined a supply driven approach [5], in which we 
identified and analysed the data available, with a demand driven approach [10], in 
which we determined the requested information from users according to previous IT 
adoptions studies [11,12]. 

Our system design comprises a 5-tier-architecture that embraces a data capture tier, 
a data tier, a logic tier and a presentation tier (Fig. 1). They are connected via a fifth 
tier, the data integration bus. The data capture tier describes instruments from which 
the relevant data originates. The data tier is represented by a data warehouse for data 
consolidation and storage consisting of three layers: in the source layer, each of the 
data sources provided by the data capture tier is mirrored as a relational database table 
to ensure compliance with the defined data schema and data constraints. All extraction, 
transformation and loading (ETL) processes are implemented and executed through the 
data integration bus.  

Primary data from different survey datasets and secondary data (e.g. hospital quali-
ty reports) are loaded into a consolidated form within the core layer. The core layer 
within the data tier constitutes the centre of data management and lays the foundation 
for flexible and longitudinal analyses. This is achieved via a schema that is based on 
the data vault model [13]. This schema is uncoupled from the model of the source layer 
to ensure flexibility. The data vault schema consists of three types of tables (hub, link, 
satellite). A hub represents a real-world or abstract object (e.g. survey item, site, quality 
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indicator), which can be uniquely identified by its natural key. Each hub object receives 
a technical primary key and load timestamp for historicizing within the ETL process. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the system architecture 

Links model the relationships between hubs (e.g. item – response, survey – site, site – 
response – quality indicator). A satellite contains attributes of one hub or one link. To 
historicize multiple temporal versions of attribute values its primary key is the foreign 
key of one hub/link with a timestamp. By separating natural keys (e.g. item codes, site 
ID) and the relationships between them from their attributes, a data schema is created 
that can, in comparison to the classical relational model [14], historicize various objects 
from different years and is able to combine these various objects in a flexible way, and 
to provide data for different, frequently changing query requirements. 

Data marts, which constitute the analytics view layer in the data tier, provide opti-
mised views with automatic aggregated data for predefined analyses. To perform more 
complex calculations, the data is loaded into further tools of the logic tier and the rele-
vant results are stored back in additional data marts. This exchange service is repre-
sented via the data integration bus. In the presentation tier the data is displayed for 
standardised regular reports or for further research. 

In contrast to other approaches, this concept does not focus on the integration of 
some specific types of data for certain use cases (e.g. clinical data [15], patient data 
[16]) but rather aims at the scalability through the data vault model approach for persis-
tent, historicized storage of multiple surveys from different years. 

4. Implementations 

Pentaho Data Integration 7 served as the central data integration bus for all ETL jobs. 

Primary survey data were extracted from LimeSurvey 2.54.3 or legacy SPSS survey 
files from previous years. Secondary data was extracted from publicly available data 
sources (hospital quality reports, demographic hospital data). All data sources were 
loaded into relational database tables into the source layer (PostgreSQL 9.6 on Ubuntu 
Server 16.04). Then the data sources were transformed to one unified, consolidated, 
physical data vault schema (Fig. 2).  

The data warehouse contains surveys of IT Report Healthcare from 2011, 2013 and 
2017 (2011: 339 datasets, 203 items: 2013: 259 datasets, 521 items; 2017: 283 datasets, 
226 items), historical demographic data of German hospitals from 2003 to 2014 (2883 
datasets, 63 attributes) and hospital quality reports from 2012 to 2014 (381 quality 
indicators). In the design process, synonymously named items are mapped onto one 
item entity and stored in the hub h_item. Descriptive properties from the data sources, 
from which these items originated, are historicized in the satellites. Data marts were 
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created to provide aggregated data e.g. denormalised demographic data of survey re-
spondents or item frequency tables for longitudinal analysis. Data marts were accessed 
by the statistical software R 3.3.2 for data analysis and visualisation. Same survey 
items over the years 2011, 2013 and 2017 are provided by one data mart as frequency 
tables and were then further processed and visualised in R using the package ggplot2 

2.2.1 [17] (Fig. 3). 
 

 

Figure 2. Excerpt of the deployed data vault model centered on the survey structure 

5. Lessons learned 

The proposed system for collecting, processing, storing and analysing data is composed 
of separate components, which are connected by ETL jobs. Each component can be 
replaced without affecting the rest of the system – except for the need of designing new 
ETL jobs. All tools used are open source and freely accessible. All relevant datasets 
could be loaded into the source layer. Using the proposed data vault model changes in 
the structure of the data source will lead to no changes in the structure of the model. 
Existing data can thus be easily extended by adding additional satellites, hubs or links. 
 

 
Figure 3. Display of IT adoption rates of six types IT applications for the years 2011, 2013 and 2017 
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6. Conclusion 

We designed and implemented a system that improves data management for longitudi-
nal analyses via the data vault model approach for persistent, historicized storage of 
datasets. It thus allows for agile, longitudinal analyses of heterogeneous datasets and 
lays the foundation of more rigorous and theory oriented studies of health IT adoption. 
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